
THRASHER RGB 
PC GAMING CHAIR

NEO MOTION™ RGB LED TECHNOLOGY WITH THREE FULL 
SIDES OF LIGHTING
Neo Motion RGB LED technology creates a vibrant, illuminated 
gaming or streaming setup that shows the entire RGB spectrum, 
unlike most gaming chairs, shows the entire RGB spectrum. 
POWER SUPPLY WITH CONNECTED REMOTE
Either plug your power supply into the wall or a 
battery-operated power supply to enjoy more than 40,000 
hours worth of LED lighting.  Use the chair’s connected remote 
cable to turn the lights ON/OFF and switch between more than 
20 different colors and combinations. 
DURABLE AND LUXURIOUS FABRIC QUALITY
A luxurious, buttery faux leather surface with an outer string of 
mesh accents.
HEIGHT AND BACKREST ADJUSTABLE
160° backrest tilt with height adjustability. 
2D ARMRESTS
Designed with a water-resistant, non-slip carbon fiber desktop 
and sturdy, steel frame leg supports. Spacious desktop provides 
enough space for more than one monitor.

DIMENSIONS: 22.8 x 26 x 50”
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COBRA RGB 
GAMING DESK

NEO MOTION™ RGB LED TECHNOLOGY WITH THREE FULL SIDES OF LIGHTING
Neo Motion RGB LED technology creates a vibrant, illuminated gaming or streaming setup that 
illuminates the entire RGB spectrum. Unlike most gaming desks with only two sides of lights, the 
Cobra RGB has lights that wrap around three sides (left, front and rightside).
POWERED BY USB 3.0
No wall mount necessary. The USB 3.0 cable plugs right into your computer or devices and 
provides more light and vibrance than ever before. 
CUPHOLDER, HEADSET, AND CABLE MANAGEMENT INCLUDED
DESKTOP CONTROL PANEL
Desktop control panel turns the Neo Motion RGB lights on/off and allow you to choose between 
32 different colors and combinations
DURABILITY WITH AN ESPORTS DESIGN
Designed with a water-resistant, non-slip carbon fiber desktop and sturdy, steel frame leg 
supports. Spacious desktop provides enough space for more than one monitor.

DIMENSIONS: 43.3 x 21.7 x 29.5”
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